HOW DO WE
RECALL
MEMORIES IN
MORE DETAIL?
Reminiscence and mental wellbeing
Research compiled by Cambridge University Press* concluded that, amongst
other positive outcomes, “reminiscence stimulates social bonding and
promotes positive feelings. Life review uses these positive functions to
enhance personal wellbeing.”
The Stories of Our Lives is an intergenerational group that connects
regularly to reminisce, chat and then write about a variety of topics, so we
can vouch for the truth of this research. In fact, we have benefited so much
from our collective practice that we wanted to share what we have learned
with others. This document contains tips based on our experience that
might help you remember your own past, or support someone else to do
the same.
Recall using the senses
Each session, we start with a short, guided practice that engages the senses.
When we reflected on our experience of this as a group, we realised that we
vary massively in which senses are most evocative for us. For some, smell
seems to be especially powerful in conjuring strong, emotional memories.
For others, it is a photograph, the sound of a song, a texture or a taste that
takes them back. We are all different in what works for us. What follows is
the tips we've put together to help you explore what works for you or the
person you are supporting. In addition, on this web address, you could
listen to an audio recording to try an exercise like the one we start with each
time we meet: https://storiesofourlivesnow.org/resources/
Research says that engaging our senses when having an experience makes a
big impact on how well we will hold onto it, and that this also works in
reverse. If we involve as many senses as possible when we reminisce—
hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, touching as well as movement and
emotion, then we will be able to recall the memory more clearly, both now
and in the future. We can do this through present moment experience (e.g.
recreating an old recipe) or through deliberate acts of imagination alone.
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Smell
A group participant pointed out that every person has their
own smell. What distinct smells do you associate with
people from your past? Is there a particular perfume or
product that takes you back? Different seasons have
different smells associated with them in our minds. Which
scents do you associate with Spring, Summer, Autumn and
Winter? Similarly, which different smells do you think of in
connection to childhood, adolescence, or other phases of
your life?

Taste
Thinking about the foods you associate with certain
places and people can be very evocative, as can
reflecting on your favourite tasty treats over the years.
As you recall a food or taste, think about where you
were when you ate it and who you remember being
there with you.

Touch
Objects can be great sources of memories.
Some people remember a whole scenario
around a framed photo when they hold it.
Others find holding and thinking about objects
or souvenirs and how evocative they are helpful
for recall. One member of the group talked
about how their memories came flooding back
when they were remembering a relative’s
wardrobe and looking through all their clothes.
Another described how touching the curtains at
his mother’s house would take him back to his
childhood.
Sound
Music - what we listened to on the radio and songs we
know all the words to can be very reminiscent of
different experiences, emotions and phases in our
lives. YouTube, Spotify or some era-specific radio
stations can be great starting points to find songs that
bring strong memories. The sounds of nature can be
great reminders of times gone by, as can certain
soundscapes, like traffic. Similarly, you could listen to
the voices of celebrities from your past or imagine the
sound of friends or relatives and funny or quirky
things they used to say.

Sight
Reading over letters and greeting cards
from old friends can remind us of how
we knew the person who sent it, our
relationship with them and our shared
history. A participant in our group talked
about receiving a card from a friend in
Vienna and how it triggered memories of
their friendship and other travels he has
had. Do you have any old
correspondence you can dig out too?
Or can you simply think about times you
have sent and received letters from
someone?
Some people’s imaginations are
particularly visual with key places being a
central hub for lots of other memories.
One participant said that when asked to
think about the past, he pictured the
living room where he grew up. It became
the “canvas” upon which he projected
many images and could picture lots of
things going on from different parts of
his life, complete with “holograms” of
relatives. If this is the case for you,
picturing a particular place (inside or
outside) as a kind of anchor might help
you recall other visions of the past that
will help the memories to come back.

Movement
For one of our group, a lot of her
memories were triggered by imagining
herself to be outside, moving around.
Memories of walking through the Alps
were particularly rich with associations.
If you also have a more kinaesthetic
memory process, you could try using
gesture or action to recall memories, for
example moving your arms or legs in
the way you did during a certain dance
move or re-enacting the way you would
play a game as a child.

Emotions
The senses can be a direct line to strong emotions.
Because of this, as you try these different activities,
you might find yourself suddenly smiling or even
shedding a tear. Make sure you go kindly with
yourself if any uncomfortable memories emerge,
and feel free to distract yourself if that feels
appropriate. Alternatively, if you wish, you can stay
with the emotion for a moment, noticing how it
feels in your body, then take some deep breaths to
remind yourself that all is calm and well in the
moment and when you feel more settled, go back
into the recollection again.
For some of us, it can also work to go into a memory directly via our emotions. For
example, if I asked you to remind yourself what excitement feels like in your body
or joy and then asked, “What is the earliest memory you have of this feeling?” you
might find all sorts of interesting memories come up. As outlined above, only go as
far into the feeling and thoughts as you feel comfortable and happy with. This is
your experience and you get to choose the amount of detail you recall.

Conversations
The main aide-memoire we have found is talking to
each other. One member of the group might recall
an object or event, share with the rest of us and
before long everyone else then remembers
associated moments, people or places! One
participant commented that just listening to other
people, no matter their age or background, helped
him bring back all sorts of snippets of his own that
he could then expand on in more detail by talking.
We all agreed that one of the interesting things
about memories is the fact that for everyone who
was present at the event or time, the memories are
personal and often different to one another’s. To
explore this, you could try to speak to someone who
was there at the time of the memory and listen to
how their recollections differ from your own in
subtle and not so subtle ways! If this is not possible,
you can talk to anyone about a memory and think
about how differently other people involved might
have perceived it and what they might have said
about it.

More topics to explore
Here is a list of topics and prompts from the group, to help start an interesting
conversation. You can also read through our blog to get inspired, as we have
covered lots of subjects there: https://storiesofourlivesnow.org/blog-2/
Clothes and fashion- ours and other people’s, anything we still have that
we or another family member wore
Holidays - who was there, where did we go, what the weather was like
Patterns – find some examples of patterns of clothes, home décor or
other examples to start a conversation
Rooms – images of rooms from the past with their different layouts,
colours, decoration and styles of furniture
Tools, appliances from the past and technological changes over time
Photos –could be your own or resources from the archive in your local
library
Things and souvenirs – either objects you still have or look up pictures on
the internet
Forks in the Road (what would our lives have been like if we had taken a
different path?)
Difficult times in life and what we learned from them and how they helped
us to move on
Great storytellers or speakers that we have known
First times (school, funfair etc)
Jobs throughout our lives
Hairdos – colours and styles
Smells and tastes from the past
Coincidences
Books and bookshops
School days
Flowers, trees and nature
Physical activities
Places and travel
Friendship
Music.

We really hope you enjoyed reading our tips and can put them to use.
Feedback and other support are very welcome. You can read and
comment on our blog or support us here:
https://storiesofourlivesnow.org/support-us/

